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I. To generate settlement assurances
II. To fairly distribute new coins with limited seigniorage

Why spend energy anyway?



Distributed, leaderless convergence over a shared history

Mining is the hot sun baking the wet clay into a 
hard tablet, forever encoding the economic 
relationship therein described into an 
immutable ledger

It is a real-world incentive to induce miners to 
devise a shared history and stick to it 





Faster confs ≠ more security 



It’s about the security spend! 



Bitcoin versus other pure PoW coins 



From issuance to fee-driven security

BTC: strong 
growth in fees 
but still issuance-
led

ETH: further down 
the road to fee-based 
security
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Path to maturity

2020 -• You can subsidize 
miners/validators with 
fees or issuance

• Long term, major chains 
intend to reduce 
issuance and will rely on 
fees



I. To generate settlement assurances
II. To fairly distribute new coins with limited seigniorage

Why spend energy anyway?



Satoshi considered Bitcoin issuance as 
analogous to gold mining

Bitcoin White Paper



Bitcoin ‘cost’ $28b to issue an asset worth 
>$700b

Because of appreciation 
and the historical path 
of BTCUSD, miners 
incurred a max cost of 
$28b to create all the 
extant units of Bitcoin 

The world got an 
effective 96% discount 
on Bitcoin issuance 



Mining secures the Bitcoin 
economic system



A sponataneous monetization from 0 to $1T 

Bitcoin has undergone 
at least five distinct 
cycles – but each time 
has settled at higher 
lows  

BTCUSD (log scale)



Bitcoin is 5x away from being a tier-1 global reserve currency

Bitcoin trails only gold, the Euro, the Yen, the USD, and the Yuan in aggregate base money capitalization



A fast-settling payments network

Since inception, Bitcoin 
has settled an 
estimated $3.8T worth 
of transactions (CM 
adjustments) 

Coin Metrics



Bitcoin settles >$10B/day on average

Bitcoin is superior 
where rapid final 
settlement between 
mutually-untrusting 
counterparties is 
desired, especially on a 
cross-border basis



Utility-scale settlement network 

Likely direction of travel

Bitcoin grants you final, 
highly-auditable, reliable, 
24/7 settlement, on a cross-
border basis, with no 
political gating factors 



Bitcoin ownership is getting progressively distributed

According to the 
University of Cambridge, 
as of 2020, over 100 
million individuals 
worldwide hold 
cryptocurrency today 

Global cryptoasset benchmarking study, 1-3, Cambridge Center for Alternative Finance



Source: Chainalysis, The 2020 Global Crypto Adoption Index: Cryptocurrency is a Global Phenomenon

A system of independent property rights 

Bitcoin penetration is 
high on a per-capita 
basis in countries with 

• Inferior property 
rights

• A history of
sovereign defaults
and devaluations

• High rates of 
inflation

• Capital 
controls/monetary 
repression 

https://blog.chainalysis.com/reports/2020-global-cryptocurrency-adoption-index-2020


Drivers of Bitcoin adoption

2020 CPI inflation, World Bank

=  top 10 on 
Chainalysis’ per-capita 
global crypto adoption 
index 



Estimating Bitcoin’s energy footprint



How to estimate Bitcoin’s CO2 footprint

Estimate hashrate Estimate energy 
consumption

Adds 
uncertainty

Mostly knowable Must be inferred

Estimate miner CO2e 
emissions

Based on guesswork

Adds 
uncertainty

PRECISION DECREASES AS YOU ADD STEPS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Sources of
uncertainty

Hashrate is 
merely 
indicative of 
work done

Depends on crucial 
assumptions regarding the 
type of miner hardware active 
on the network

Depends on largely
unknowable data regarding
miner location and miner
energy mix

!



Hashrate: largely (but not perfectly) knowable

BitcoinKPIs.com has 
developed a confidence 
interval to illustrate the 
probabilistic nature of 
Bitcoin hashrate 



Energy consumption: must be grounded in estimates 
of varieties of miners active on the network 

CBECI estimates are 
widely cited but merely 
give a range (and a best 
guess) based on varying 
assumptions about the 
efficiency of active 
hardware

CBECI.org



Thanks to nonce analysis, we can make reliable 
guesses about hashrate distribution by machine 

Methodology 
originally 
developed by 
Karim Helmy



CO2e: depends on best guesses about miner location 
and energy mix used 

CBECI.org

CBECI is the best data we 
have on miner location BUT: 

• It’s out of date (extends 
only to Apr. 2020)

• Based on a small sample 
(3 mining pools) 

• Gives us only country or 
province-level (in China) 
granularity, rather than 
miner location 



Bitcoin feeds on waste energy – much of it hydro

Bitcoin hashrate by province in China during the wet 
season (Source: the University of Cambridge, CBECI.org)

Energy mix by province in China, The Economist

China’s Bitcoin mining has historically been powered (in the wet season) by otherwise-curtailed 
hydro power in Sichuan and Yunnan provides: Bitcoin monetizes this waste energy



Zhou and Lu, 2017

Bitcoin was heavily mined in China because China was 
the world’s capital of excess energy

https://data.bloomberglp.com/bnef/sites/14/2017/10/Chinas-Renewable-Curtailment-and-Coal-Assets-Risk-Map-FINAL_2.pdf


Bitcoin monetized waste/curtailed energy in Xinjiang, 
Inner Mongolia, Sichuan, and Yunnan

The Northern Provinces 

• Xinjiang and Inner 
Mongolia 

• 60-70% cheap and
abundant coal

• The remainder: 
underutilized 
solar/wind assets

The Southern Provinces 

• Sichuan & Yunnan
• 90% hydro resources 
• Cheap/free stranded 

energy, heavily 
curtailed 

• Only relevant during
wet season



Curtailment of hydro/wind/solar was a significant 
problem in China in 2016-17

Zhou and Lu, 2017

Liu and Davidson, 2021

• In 2016, China curtailed 51 TWh worth of wind and 
solar

• In 2016, Yunnan alone curtailed 31 TWh of hydro
• Bitcoin energy consumption: 87 TWh (today)

https://data.bloomberglp.com/bnef/sites/14/2017/10/Chinas-Renewable-Curtailment-and-Coal-Assets-Risk-Map-FINAL_2.pdf
https://www.belfercenter.org/publication/china-trading-power-improving-environmental-and-economic-efficiency-yunnans-electricity


2016 was peak energy curtailment, as grid 
imbalances were fixed

Fishman 2021

• In 2010, China decided to 
integrated their fragmented grid 
and began building an Ultra High 
Voltage Transmission Network

• Today they have built 40,000 km of 
UHV lines, massively reducing 
curtailment in far-flung regions 
where Bitcoin mining is popular 

• This grid integration may well be a 
subtle reason behind the recent 
mining crackdown: miners are now 
competing with regular grid 
consumers rather than monetizing 
wasted energy

https://www.lantaugroup.com/file/tlgon_uhv_jan21.pdf


EIA 2019

Other sources of nonrival energy: flared gas

• The waste /uneconomical 
gas flared in the U.S. 
alone in 2019 would 
generate 77 TWh worth 
of energy if used in 7 
Heat Rate plants (88% of 
BTC mining)

• Global flared gas could 
yield 550 TWh (6x BTC) 
worth of energy, or 230 
TWh (2.5x BTC) if you 
exclude unstable 
countries

https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=42195


Bitcoin is an industry like any other 

Bitcoin

• Bitcoin still consumes a 
tiny share of the world’s 
energy and accounts for 
an even smaller share of 
its CO2 emissions

• It is an industry like any 
other: the real question is 
how to render the grid 
sustainable 

• Bitcoin miners just 
consume the energy 
available to them

• The policy question goes 
far beyond Bitcoin



• Bitcoin is a novel economic institution providing ~$1T in savings to 
100m+ people worldwide and settling $10b/day – it clearly has value 
to society 
• PoW is an inherent feature of the system and gives it its value 
• Mining (and its cost) is partly distribution, partly system incentives
• The Bitcoin ‘cost’ debate is really the Bitcoin ‘value’ debate
• Bitcoin is a synthetic commodity and monetizes stranded energy
• It’s in the midst of a historic transition from a dependence on China 

to being more globalized 
• Long term it will feed mainly or exclusively on nongrid, nonrival

energy

Summing up 



Further reading
The costs of a commodity standard

• The ‘Costs’ of a Gold Standard, Garrison (1985)
• The Resource Costs of Fiat Money Are Now Higher Than Those of a Gold 

Standard, White (2019) 

The value of the Bitcoin institution

• Bitcoin and the Promise of Independent Property rights, Hasu and Zu (2018)
• Bitcoin: a Novel Economic Institution, Ark Invest (2020)
• Shelling Out: The Origins of Money, Szabo (2002) [not Bitcoin, but in support of commodity monies]

Bitcoin vs gold vs banking

• PoW is Efficient, Held (2018) 
• Bitcoin vs the financial sector, McCook (2021)
• Bitcoins vs Gold and Banking, McCook (2021)

http://webhome.auburn.edu/~garriro/g4gold.htm
https://www.alt-m.org/2019/12/17/the-resource-costs-of-fiat-money-are-now-higher-than-those-of-a-gold-standard/
https://medium.com/@hasufly/bitcoin-and-the-promise-of-independent-property-rights-8f10e5c7efa8
https://ark-invest.com/white-papers/bitcoin-part-one/
https://nakamotoinstitute.org/shelling-out/
https://danhedl.medium.com/pow-is-efficient-aa3d442754d3
https://bitcoinmagazine.com/culture/comparison-of-bitcoins-environmental-impact


Further reading, cont.
The merit of Proof of Work

• Gravity, LaurentMT, (2018)
• It’s the settlement assurances, stupid, Carter (2019)
• Nothing is Cheaper than PoW, Sztorc (2015)
• The Anatomy of Proof of Work, Nguyen (2018)
• Blockchain PoW is a Decentralized Clock, Trubetskoy (2018)
• Bitcoin does not waste energy, Lewis (2019) 
• Work is Timeless, Stake is Not, Nguyen (2018)
• Understanding Bitcoin’s energy use, Van Valkenburgh (2021)
• The Last Word on Bitcoin’s Energy Consumption, Carter (2020)

Future directions in PoW

• How Bitcoin could Drive the Clean Energy Revolution, Van Valkenburgh (2017)
• Bitcoin is Key to an Abundant, Clean Energy Future, Square Crypto (2021)
• Bitcoin: A way to make the oil and gas industry more resilient, Great American Mining (2021)
• Noahbjectivity on Bitcoin Mining, Carter (2021) 

https://medium.com/@laurentmt/gravity-10e1a25d2ab2
https://medium.com/@nic__carter/its-the-settlement-assurances-stupid-5dcd1c3f4e41
https://www.truthcoin.info/blog/pow-cheapest/
https://bitcointechtalk.com/the-anatomy-of-proof-of-work-98c85b6f6667
https://grisha.org/blog/2018/01/23/explaining-proof-of-work/
https://unchained-capital.com/blog/bitcoin-does-not-waste-energy/
https://hugonguyen.medium.com/work-is-timeless-stake-is-not-554c4450ce18
https://www.coincenter.org/education/crypto-regulation-faq/understand-bitcoins-energy-use/
https://www.coindesk.com/the-last-word-on-bitcoins-energy-consumption
https://www.coincenter.org/how-bitcoin-could-drive-the-clean-energy-revolution/
https://www.lopp.net/pdf/BCEI_White_Paper.pdf
https://gam.ai/blog/bitcoin-a-way-to-make-the-oil-and-gas-industry-more-resilient.html
https://medium.com/@nic__carter/noahbjectivity-on-bitcoin-mining-2052226310cb

